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Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD) is an
adult-onset disorder characterized by progressive
eyelid drooping, swallowing difficulties and proximal
limb weakness. The autosomal dominant form of this
disease is caused by short expansions of a (GCG)6
repeat to (GCG)8–13 in the PABPN1 gene, which
results in the expansion of a polyalanine stretch from
10 to 12–17 alanines in the N-terminus of the protein.
Mutated PABPN1 (mPABPN1) is able to induce
nuclear protein aggregation and form filamentous
nuclear inclusions, which are the pathological hall-
marks of OPMD. PABPN1, when bound to poly(A)
RNA, forms both linear filaments and discrete-sized,
compact oligomeric particles in vitro. In the absence
of poly(A) RNA, PABPN1 can form oligomers. Here
we report that: (i) oligomerization of PABPN1 is medi-
ated by two potential oligomerization domains (ODs);
(ii) inactivating oligomerization of mPABPN1 by
deletions of 6–8 amino acids in either of the ODs
prevents nuclear protein aggregation; (iii) expres-
sion of mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells is associated with
cell death; and (iv) preventing nuclear protein
aggregation by inactivating oligomerization of
mPABPN1 significantly reduces cell death. These
findings suggest that oligomerization of PABPN1
plays a crucial role in the formation of OPMD
nuclear protein aggregation, while the expanded
polyalanine stretch is necessary but not sufficient
to induce OPMD protein aggregation, and that the
nuclear protein aggregation might be toxic and
cause cell death. These observations also imply
that inactivation of oligomerization of mPABPN1
might be a useful therapeutic strategy for OPMD.

INTRODUCTION

Autosomal dominant oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy
(OPMD) is an adult-onset disease that presents in the fifth or

sixth decade. The disease is characterized by progressive
eyelid drooping (ptosis), swallowing difficulties (dysphagia)
and proximal limb weakness (1). OPMD has a worldwide
distribution (2–6), but is particularly frequent in the French-
Canadian population (1). Pathological studies showed the pres-
ence of unique intranuclear filamentous inclusions in skeletal
muscle fibers of OPMD patients (7,8). Under the electron
microscope, the OPMD intranuclear inclusions are seen as
tubular filaments with an outer diameter of 8.5 nm, an inner
diameter of 3 nm and a length of <0.25 µm (7,8).

The OPMD locus was mapped by linkage analysis to
chromosome 14q11.1 (9–11) and the gene was identified as
PABPN1, which encodes for the poly(A) binding protein,
nuclear 1 (PABPN1, PABP2, PAB II) (12). Dominant OPMD
is caused by the expansion of a short GCG trinucleotide repeat
in the PABPN1 gene. The normal PABPN1 gene has a (GCG)6
trinucleotide repeat coding for a polyalanine stretch at its
5′ end while in OPMD patients this (GCG)6 repeat is expanded
to (GCG)8–13. Due to the presence of GCA GCA GCA GCG
coding sequence adjacent to the (GCG)6 repeat, the wild-type
PABPN1 has a 10-alanine stretch in its N-terminus, while the
mutant proteins have 12–17 alanines.

In addition to OPMD, at least five other diseases are associ-
ated with alanine stretch expansions in the disease gene prod-
ucts. Synpolydactily (SPD) is caused by an alanine stretch
expansion from 15 to 22–25 in the HOXD13 (13), while
cleidocranial dysplasia (CCD) is associated with an expansion
from 17 to 27 alanines in CBFA1 protein (14). The alanine
stretch lengthening from 15 to 25 in ZIC2 protein results in
holoprosencephaly (HPE) (15), whereas, the ones expanded
from 15 to 22–33 in HOXA13 protein and from 14 to 24 in
FOXL2 protein cause hand-foot-genital syndrome (HFGS)
(16) and type II blepharophimosis/ptosis/epicanthus (type II
BPES) (17), respectively. Among these alanine-expanded
proteins, mutated PABPN1 (mPABPN1) is the only one that is
reported to induce the formation of intranuclear inclusions.
OPMD intranuclear inclusions are similar to those found in a
number of inherited neurodegenerative diseases caused by
mutated proteins with an expanded polyglutamine (polyQ)
stretch encoded by a CAG repeat. The mutant form of each
protein typically bears a polyQ tract greater than 40 residues,
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whereas the wild-type protein may contain approximately
20 glutamines (18). This group of disorders includes Huntington’s
disease (HD) (19), spinobulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) (20),
dentatorubral pallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA) (21,22) and the
spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) types 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 (23–29). In
most of these diseases, the mutant protein accumulates as
inclusions in the nucleus of a neuronal cell population specific
to each disease. The neurons containing these aggregates even-
tually undergo cell death, with a corresponding decrease in the
brain mass in the affected individual (18).

PABPN1 has 306 amino acids, and comprises an alanine
stretch and a proline-rich region (PRR) in the N-terminus, a
putative ribonucleoprotein (RNP)-type RNA binding domain
in the central region and an arginine-rich C-terminus. PABPN1
is an abundant nuclear protein that binds with high affinity to
the poly(A) tail of mRNA, and is involved in mRNA
polyadenylation (30), a two-step reaction whereby endo-
nucleolytic cleavage of the nascent mRNA transcript is
followed by the addition of approximately 250 adenylate residues
to the upstream cleavage product (reviewed in 31–33). Poly(A)
tail synthesis is catalyzed by poly(A) polymerase through
interaction with CPSF, the cleavage and polyadenylation
specificity factor. However, this process is slow and inefficient,
and the length of poly(A) tail is poorly controlled. Adding
PABPN1 to this reaction will stimulate processive poly(A)
addition and control the size of the tail to be ∼250 nucleotides
in length (30,34,35).

The PABPN1 RNA binding domain mediates its specific
binding to the poly(A) tail of mRNA (36). Poly(A)-bound
PABPN1 forms both linear filaments and discrete-sized,
compact oligomeric particles in vitro (37). Titration and gel
retardation assays indicated that 12 adenylate residues are
required for high affinity RNA binding, and the packing
density on the poly(A) tail is approximately 15 adenylate
residues per PABPN1 molecule (36). However, PABPN1
tends to form oligomers even in the absence of mRNA (38).

PABPN1 has been identified as a component of the fila-
mentous inclusions present in the nuclei of OPMD muscle
fibers (39–41). Expression of mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells
induces the formation of intranuclear protein aggregation (42).
The alanine stretches in the wild-type transcription factors
HOXD13, CBFA1, ZIC2, HOXA13 and FOXL2 range from
14 to 17 alanines, and the diseases caused by polyalanine
expansions in these genes require 22 or more alanines.
However, the 12-alanine stretch in PABPN1 induces protein
aggregation and causes dominant OPMD symptoms (12).
These differences suggest that there must be other characteris-
tics of PABPN1 that promote or facilitate aggregation. We
hypothesized that oligomerization of PABPN1 facilitates
OPMD intranuclear protein aggregation. Here we report that
oligomerization of PABPN1 is mediated by two potential
oligomerization domains (ODs). Deletion of 6–8 amino acids
in either of the ODs inactivates oligomerization of mPABPN1
and prevents protein aggregation. In addition, we showed that
expression of mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells is associated with cell
death, and that preventing protein aggregation by deletions in
the ODs can significantly reduce cell death.

RESULTS

PABPN1 self-association

PABPN1 forms both linear filaments and discrete-sized,
compact oligomeric particles in the presence of mRNA (37),
and oligomers in the absence of mRNA (38). However, it is not
known how PABPN1 molecules interact with each other. We
tested the interaction between two wild-type PABPN1 with
10 alanines (wtPABPN1), two mutated PABPN1 with
17 alanines (mPABPN1), and wtPABPN1 and mPABPN1,
using the yeast two-hybrid assay. We observed strong interac-
tions using all these combinations (Fig. 1), suggesting that
alanine expansion in this protein does not affect the capacity to
form strong self-association. The RNA binding activity of
PABPN1 could lead to false positives in the yeast two-hybrid
assay, since two testing molecules can be bridged together by
poly(A) tails. In order to confirm the self-association of
PABPN1, a glutathione S-transferase (GST) pull-down assay
was applied. GST–wtPABPN1, not GST alone, is able to pull-
down HA–wtPABPN1, indicating that self-association of
PABPN1 can be detected in vitro (Fig. 3C).

Mapping the potential PABPN1 ODs

In order to map the ODs, we generated a series of truncated
PABPN1 proteins and examined the interaction among these
truncated proteins using the yeast two-hybrid assay (Fig. 2).
We observed that the C-terminus of PABPN1 (249–306)
without the putative RNA binding domain is able to interact
with wtPABPN1, indicating that a potential OD resides in
its C-terminus (Fig. 2A). Narrowing down the region in the
C-terminus, the potential domain was revealed to lie
between amino acids 264 and 306, OD(264–306). Deletion of five

Figure 1. Yeast two-hybrid analysis of PABPN1 self-association. The wild-
type PABPN1 (wtPABPN1) and the mutated PABPN1 (mPABPN1) were
fused to the LexA DNA binding domain, and also fused to the B42 transcrip-
tion activation domain. The LexA fusion proteins were co-expressed in yeast
with B42 fusion proteins. The LacZ gene was used as a reporter gene. The
interaction between two co-expressed proteins in yeast was characterized as
positive if the yeast cells express β-galactosidase. The truncated calmodulin
was used as a negative control. β-Gal units were obtained by measuring the
β-galactosidase activity in the yeast cell co-expressing the left two proteins
using a liquid assay (mean ± SD). 10A, 10-alanine stretch in the wtPABPN1;
17A, 17-alanine stretch in the mPABPN1; PRR, proline-rich region; RBD,
putative RNA binding domain.
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additional residues (264–268) from the N-terminus or six resi-
dues (301–306) from the C-terminus inactivated the interaction
(Fig. 2A). We next tested the interaction between the PABPN1
C-terminus (249–306) and the other truncated proteins, and
identified another potential OD that resides within the segment
from amino acids 155 to 294, OD(155–294) (Fig. 2B). Deletion of
10 additional residues (155–164) from the N-terminus or
(285–294) from the C-terminus abolished the interaction
(Fig. 2B). These two potential ODs interacted with each
other (Fig. 2C). Interestingly, the ODs overlap and are
located in the C-terminus from amino acids 155 to 306, far
from the polyalanine stretch in the N-terminus. Thus, we

suggest that oligomerization of PABPN1 is probably
mediated by these two potential ODs.

Inactivating oligomerization of PABPN1 by deletions in 
the ODs

To determine whether oligomerization of PABPN1 plays a role
in the formation of the intranuclear protein aggregation in
OPMD, we made a series of deletions to inactivate both ODs.
Among these deletions, either removal of eight amino acids
(∆213–220) in OD(155–294) or six residues (∆301–306) in
OD(264–306) effectively inactivates self-association of PABPN1
detected by the yeast two-hybrid assay (Fig. 2D) and GST pull-
down assay (Fig. 3). GST–wtPABPN1 is able to pull-down
either of the two OD mutants. PABPN1 with a deletion in one
OD can pull-down the PABPN1 with a deletion in the other
OD, but cannot pull-down the protein with a deletion in the
same OD.

Intranuclear aggregates induced by over-expression of 
mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells are insoluble

Two groups previously reported that over-expression of
mPABPN1 results in formation of large intranuclear protein
aggregates. Our group reported that over-expression of
mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells results in the formation of intra-
nuclear protein aggregation 3 days after transfection (42).
Another group more recently reported that HeLa cells over-
expressing mPABPN1 also show large intranuclear aggregate
bodies 2 days after transfection (43). The PABPN1 present in
the intranuclear inclusions from OPMD patients is insoluble
and resistant to KCl treatment that is known to be able to
dissolve soluble protein aggregates (39). In order to determine
whether the intranuclear aggregates induced by mPABPN1
in our OPMD cellular model are also insoluble, we
expressed green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged wtPABPN1
and GFP–mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells. In 3 days the transfected
cells were either fixed or treated with KCl before fixation to
dissolve the soluble proteins. The microtome sections of the
deltoid muscle from a control subject and an OPMD patient
were also either immunostained using anti-PABPN1 antibody
or treated with KCl before immunostaining. As previously
reported, the PABPN1 present in the nuclear inclusions from
the OPMD patient is insoluble and resistant to KCl treatment,
while the one present in the muscle nuclei from the control
subject is soluble and dissolved in KCl (Fig. 4). The aggregates
induced by GFP–mPABPN1 are also insoluble and remained
after KCl treatment, whereas the GFP–wtPABPN1 signal is
soluble and not resistant to KCl treatment (Fig. 4). Thus, the
aggregates induced by mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells and the
nuclear inclusions in OPMD patients share the same insoluble
property of resistance to KCl treatment.

Inactivating oligomerization of mPABPN1 prevents 
protein aggregation

To investigate whether oligomerization of PABPN1 plays a
role in the formation of OPMD intranuclear protein
aggregation, the proteins wtPABPN1, mPABPN1,
mPABPN1 (∆213–220) and mPABPN1 (∆301–306) were
fused to GFP (Fig. 5A), and expressed in COS-7 cells. Unlike
GFP, which localizes to the cytoplasm and nucleus,

Figure 2. Mapping the ODs in PABPN1 and inactivating oligomerization by
deletion mutagenesis. A series of PABPN1 truncated proteins was generated
as detailed in Materials and Methods. The protein–protein interactions of all
the combinations were detected using the yeast two-hybrid assay as described
in Figure 1. (A) The N-terminal boundary of the potential oligomerization domain
OD(264–306) was identified by truncating PABPN1 from the N- to C-terminus and
examining the interactions between these truncated proteins and wtPABPN1. A
switch from positive to negative interaction was used as a marker for identifying
the boundary of the OD. The C-terminal boundary of OD(264–306) was determined
by truncating the protein from the C- to the N-terminus. (B) The same method
was used to identify the boundaries of OD(155–294) with the exception that the
interaction was examined between the various truncated proteins and only the
C-terminus of PABPN1, which contains OD(264–306). (C) Two potential ODs
interact with each other. (D) The deletions (∆301–306) in OD(264–306) and
(∆213–220) in OD(155–294) were found to inactivate the interaction between two
ODs.
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wtPABPN1 is predominantly localized to the nucleus. Cells
expressing GFP–wtPABPN1 show a strong GFP signal in the
nuclei (Fig. 5B). Like wtPABPN1, mPABPN1 is predomin-
antly localized to the nucleus, but appears in a form of protein
aggregates in most nuclei of transfected cells (Fig. 5B).
Western blotting analysis showed that some GFP–mPABPN1
prepared from the COS-7 cells on day 3 after transfection can
be detected as aggregates at the top of the stacking gel while
only a small portion of wtPABPN1 is present in this insoluble
fraction (Fig. 5C). These observations suggest that mPABPN1
is sufficient to induce the formation of intranuclear protein
aggregation. The deletion (∆213–220) or (∆301–306) in
mPABPN1 abolishes protein aggregation in cells and insoluble
fraction in the stacking gel of SDS–PAGE (Fig. 5B and C).
These observations suggest that inactivating oligomerization
by deletions in the ODs can prevent protein aggregation

induced by the expansion of the polyalanine stretch of
PABPN1. We also observed that insoluble GFP–mPABPN1
is barely detected on day 1, 2 or 4 in the stacking gel, and
GFP–mPABPN1 with 13 alanines is hard to detect at any time
points after transfection (data not shown).

Nuclear protein aggregation is associated with cell death

We expressed GFP-tagged wtPABPN1, mPABPN1 and non-
oligomerizing forms of mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells and counted
the number of transfected cells every 24 h after transfection.
The cells expressing GFP or GFP–wtPABPN1 gradually die
within 8 days after transfection (Fig. 6B). However, the ones
expressing GFP–mPABPN1 die more rapidly, with >50% of
the cells dying within the first 4 days (Fig. 6). The percentage
of living cells transfected with GFP–mPABPN1 is significantly

Figure 3. GST pull-down analysis of the interaction between wtPABPN1 and its deletion mutants. (A) Expression of HA–wtPABPN1, HA–wtPABPN1 (∆213–220)
and HA–wtPABPN1 (∆301–306). The HA-tagged proteins were expressed in yeast, extracted and resolved on SDS–PAGE and detected using an antibody against
the HA epitope. (B) Expression of GST, GST–wtPABPN1, GST–wtPABPN1 (∆213–220) and GST–wtPABPN1 (∆301–306). The proteins were expressed in
bacteria, purified and detected using the anti-GST polyclonal antibody. (C) PABPN1–PABPN1 interaction detected using GST pull-down assay. HA–wtPABPN1
was incubated with 5 µg of GST or GST–wtPABPN1, pulled-down by glutathione Sepharose 4B beads and assayed by western blotting using the anti-HA polyclonal
antibody. The HA-tagged truncated Calmodulin protein was used as a negative control. Two lanes on the right side are cell lysates to show the sizes of HA-tagged
proteins. (D) Deletions in the ODs of wtPABPN1 inactivate the PABPN1–PABPN1 interaction. HA–wtPABPN1, HA–wtPABPN1 (∆213–220) and HA–PABPN1
(∆301–306) were incubated with 5 µg of GST fusion proteins, and pulled-down and assayed using the same strategy as described in (C).
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lower compared with cells expressing GFP or GFP–wtPABPN1
on days 4, 5, 6 and 7. Interestingly, the percentages of living cells
expressing GFP–mPABPN1 (∆213–220) or GFP–mPABPN1
(∆301–306) are not significantly different from those
expressing GFP or GFP–wtPABPN1 at any time point
examined (Fig. 6). We therefore conclude that mPABPN1
expression is associated with cell death and that preventing
mPABPN1-induced protein aggregation is able to reduce cell
death.

DISCUSSION

OPMD is caused by expansion of a polyalanine stretch in
PABPN1 from 10 residues to 12–17 residues (12), which leads
to intranuclear protein aggregation and cellular toxicity (42). In
addition to the genetic evidence, PABPN1 is detected in
OPMD nuclear inclusions by immunohistochemistry (39,40),

indicating that this protein plays a direct role in intranuclear
protein aggregation. It has been shown that expression of an
alanine stretch of more than 19 residues alone is able to form
aggregates in cells and cause cell death (44). The alanine
stretches in the wild-type transcription factors HOXD13,
HOXA13, FOXL2, CBFA1 and ZIC2 range from 14 to
17 alanines, and do not result in protein aggregation (13–17).
The fact that the relatively small 12-alanine stretch in PABPN1
induces protein aggregation and causes dominant OPMD
symptoms (12) suggests that there must be other characteristics
of PABPN1 than the alanine stretch that promote or facilitate
nuclear protein aggregation and cause toxicity. It has been
shown that PABPN1, when bound to the poly(A) tail of
mRNA, forms both linear filaments and discrete-sized,
compact oligomeric particles in vitro (37), and can form
oligomers in the absence of mRNA (38). These observations
led us to predict that oligomerization of PABPN1 contributes
to the formation of OPMD intranuclear protein aggregation
and toxicity, and that inactivating oligomerization may prevent
these phenotypes. The observations described here provide
two lines of evidence to support this hypothesis. First, the
expanded alanine stretch itself is necessary but not sufficient to
induce nuclear protein aggregation in our OPMD cellular model;
secondly, oligomerization of mPABPN1 facilitates the formation
of protein aggregation, while inactivating oligomerization by
deletions in the ODs can prevent protein aggregation.

Two potential ODs of PABPN1, OD(155–294) and OD(264–306),
were mapped out using the yeast two-hybrid assay. Mutations
in either of these domains abolished the self-association. This
assay is an efficient and sensitive method to study protein–
protein interactions. But when testing the interaction between
RNA binding proteins, false positive results may occur since RNA
can bridge two testing proteins together. The self-association of
PABPN1 was confirmed by GST pull-down assay, suggesting
that PABPN1 self-association is a true positive caused by
protein–protein interaction rather than by RNA binding. In
addition, OD(264–306) is located at the end of the protein outside
the putative RNA binding domain, suggesting that the inter-
action between two ODs is not a false positive caused by RNA
binding. These two ODs overlap one another, suggesting that
this protein could not perform intra-molecular interactions and
form a ‘closed’ conformation. Both of the ODs are located near
the C-terminus of PABPN1 (among amino acids 155–306), far
from the polyalanine stretch amino acids 2–11. Deletion of the
N-terminus from amino acids 1 to 154 does not affect
oligomerization (Fig. 2), indicating that the N-terminus has a
very weak effect on oligomerization. This might explain why
polyalanine expansion in the N-terminus does not affect its
oligomerization.

PABPN1 is an abundant nuclear protein that has been local-
ized to clusters of interchromatin granules and visualized as
speckles in the nuclei of HeLa cells by immunocytochemistry
(45,46). We did not observe speckles in the majority of cells
expressing wtPABPN1, most likely because of over-expres-
sion; the overwhelming fluorescent signal in the nucleus could
mask the interchromatin granule speckles. Over-expression of
mPABPN1 leads to the formation of large insoluble aggregates
in most nuclei of transfected COS-7 cells. These insoluble
aggregates are best detected in the SDS–PAGE stacking gel on
day 3 after transfection, since >60% of the transfected cells are
dead on day 4 or later time points (Fig. 6B). We speculate that

Figure 4. Expression of mPABPN1 induces insoluble intranuclear
aggregates. Immunohistochemistry (A–D): the cross microtome sections of
the deltoid muscle from a control subject (A and B) and an OPMD patient
(C and D) were either immunostained using anti-PABPN1 antibody (A and
C) or treated with 1 M KCl in HPEM buffer for 5 min at room temperature
before being immunostained to dissolve the soluble proteins (B and D).
Arrowheads indicate the positively stained insoluble intranuclear inclusions.
Cytochemistry (E–H): GFP–wtPABPN1 (E and F) and GFP–mPABPN1
(G and H) were transiently expressed in COS-7 cells. Three days after
transfection, the cells were either fixed (E and G) or treated with KCl before
fixation (F and H). Arrowheads indicate the nuclei containing insoluble
aggregates induced by expression of GFP–mPABPN1.
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it may take at least 2 days for the transfected cells to form
insoluble aggregates, since the insoluble aggregates are barely
detected on day 1 and 2 in the western stacking gel. The length
of the expanded polyalanine might affect the formation of
insoluble aggregates. The insoluble aggregates induced by
mPABPN1 with 13 alanines are hard to detect in the stacking
gel, while the ones induced by mPABPN1 with 17 alanines are
relatively easy to see. Therefore, we believe that the longer the
polyalanine stretch is, the more insoluble aggregates are
formed. As is seen in OPMD patients, the intranuclear
aggregates induced by expression of mPABPN1 in COS-7
cells are insoluble and resistant to KCl treatment. Electron
microscope studies showed that mPABPN1-induced aggre-
gates are morphologically similar to the intranuclear inclusions
from OPMD patients (H.Lavoie and B.Brais, manuscript in
preparation). These observations imply that mPABPN1 is able
to induce insoluble nuclear protein aggregation in cells in as
short a period of time as 3 days post-transfection, and that
expressing mPABPN1 in COS-7 cells as an OPMD cellular
model for pathological study is a suitable tool.

We hypothesized that oligomerization and poly(A) binding
activity of mPABPN1 facilitate the formation of OPMD intra-
nuclear protein aggregation. The deletion of six residues from
amino acids 301 to 306 inactivates the oligomerization of
PABPN1, but it should not affect the RNA binding activity
since it has been shown that deletion of eight amino acids from
299 to 306 does not affect its RNA binding activity of
PABPN1 (U.Kuhn and E.Wahle, personal communication).
The polyalanine expanded PABPN1 bearing deletion of amino

acids 301–306 does not induce protein aggregation, suggesting
that RNA binding activity of mPABPN1 alone is not sufficient
to facilitate protein aggregation. We have recently identified a
nuclear localization signal (NLS) that resides at the C-terminus
of PABPN1 from amino acids 289–306, and deletion of amino
acids 301–306 inactivates the function of the NLS (unpub-

Figure 5. Structure of GFP–PABPN1 fusion proteins and summary of cyto-
chemistry and western blotting analyses. (A) GFP was fused to the N-termini
of wtPABPN1, mPABPN1, mPABPN1 (∆213–220) and mPABPN1 (∆301–306).
GFP alone was used as a control. The cells exhibit either nuclear (N) or
nuclear and cytoplasmic (N/C) fluorescence. Protein aggregation was assayed
by observing aggregates under the fluorescent microscope and insoluble pro-
teins in the stacking gel of SDS–PAGE. (+/–), very weak protein aggregation;
(+++), strong protein aggregation; (–), no protein aggregation. (B) Green
fluorescent micrographs showing the subcellular appearance of GFP fusion
proteins illustrated in (A). GFP–wtPABPN1, GFP–mPABPN1, GFP–
mPABPN1 (∆213–220), GFP–mPABPN1 (∆301–306) and GFP were
expressed in COS-7 cells. Seventy-two hours after the transfection, the cells
were fixed and visualized under the fluorescence microscope. (C) Western
blotting analysis of GFP fusion proteins illustrated in (A). COS-7 cells
expressing GFP, GFP–wtPABPN1, GFP–mPABPN1, GFP–mPABPN1
(∆213–220) and GFP–mPABPN1 (∆301–306) were lysed 3 days after trans-
fection. The lysates were resolved on SDS–PAGE. GFP fusion proteins were
detected using monoclonal antibody against GFP epitope.
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lished data). However, mPABPN1 bearing this deletion is still
able to enter the nucleus, possibly by diffusion due to its small
molecular weight, but does not aggregate. These observations
suggest that inactivating the oligomerization of mPABPN1
could prevent protein aggregation in both the nucleus and the
cytoplasm. In SCA1, nuclear localization of the polyglutamine
expanded ataxin-1 protein is critical to initiate pathogenesis;
transgenic mice carrying polyglutamine expanded ataxin-1
with a mutated NLS do not develop disease (52). In order to
understand whether nuclear localization of mPABPN1 is
necessary to initiate OPMD pathogenesis, we are currently
trying to exclude mPABPN1 from the nucleus by fusing a
nuclear export sequence to mPABPN1 and examining the
toxicity in our OPMD cellular model, as well as transgenic
mice. The deletion from amino acids 213 to 220 in OD(155–294)
can also inactivate the oligomerization. The mPABPN1
bearing this deletion is still able to localize to the nucleus but
does not form protein aggregates (Fig. 5B). This deletion is in
the middle of the putative RNA binding domain, and may
affect its RNA binding activity. Because the RNA binding has
a weak effect on protein aggregation, we believe that inhibition
of protein aggregation by deletion of amino acids 213–220 is
mainly caused by inactivation of oligomerization, rather than
abolishing its RNA binding activity. Thus, we conclude that
oligomerization of mPABPN1 facilitates the formation of
OPMD protein aggregation, while the expanded alanine stretch
in PABPN1 is necessary but not sufficient for the formation of
this type of protein aggregation.

The presence of abnormal protein aggregates is a relatively
common finding in a number of neuronal degenerative
diseases (47,48). The best characterized and most common of
such disorders is HD, which results from an expansion of the
polyglutamine stretch in huntingtin, leading to its aggregation
and abnormal association with various cell proteins (49).
Eventually, impaired neuronal function becomes evident and
may trigger cell death (50). It has been widely assumed that
aggregate formation is a critical event triggering neuro-
pathology in this disease (48). However, there is also appreciable
evidence against this view. Deletion of the C-terminal portion
of huntingtin enhances the formation of inclusions but does not
increase the fraction of apoptotic cells (51). Furthermore, in
SCA1, deletion of the self-association regions of ataxin-1
blocks aggregation but does not suppress apoptosis (52). In
order to identify whether OPMD protein aggregation is associated
with cell death, we expressed the full-length mPABPN1,
wtPABPN1 and non-oligomerizing forms of mPABPN1 in
COS-7 cells, and examined cell survival at different time
points after transfection. We found that OPMD protein
aggregation is associated with accelerated cell death. Blocking
mPABPN1-induced protein aggregation can reduce cell death,
suggesting that mPABPN1-induced protein aggregation is a
critical event in the pathophysiology of OPMD. In another
study we have looked for apoptosis in cells expressing
mPABPN1, and found that apoptotic caspases 1, 6, 8 and 9 are
not activated, apoptosis staining (TUNEL) is insignificant,
PARP protein cleavage is not detectable and apoptotic
morphology cannot be observed (H. Lavoie and B. Brais,
manuscript in preparation). Therefore, we believe that cell

death in OPMD may be caused by a non-apoptotic mechanism
as reported in a cellular model of SCA3 and a transgenic model
of HD (53,54).

It has been initially assumed that subcellular inclusions
result from the inherent tendency of misfolded proteins to
associate with one another to form insoluble aggregates.
Recent findings indicate that inclusion formation in mamma-
lian cells is a more complex, multi-step process, in which
cellular machinery appears to be actively involved (55–57).
Unlike the neurodegenerative diseases that are associated with
expansions of polyglutamine stretches in the mutated proteins,
OPMD is caused by a short expansion of polyalanine stretch in
PABPN1. The polyalanine stretch expansion from 10 to 12 is
sufficient to cause dominant OPMD disorder, while some
wild-type transcription factors contain a non-pathological
stretch of around 15 alanines. Therefore, it is likely that the
toxicity of this short polyalanine stretch is partly dependent on
the host protein. In PABPN1, the other parts of the protein
most likely play a role in OPMD toxicity. OPMD intranuclear
inclusions were reported to sequester poly(A) RNA and
suggested to interfere with the poly(A) RNA export from the
nucleus to cytoplasm (39). Here we propose a model to explain
the molecular mechanism for the OPMD phenotypes. Expansion
of polyalanine stretch in PABPN1 causes misfolding and
exposes its hydrophobic alanine stretch that would otherwise
be buried inside in the wild-type form. The longer the poly-
alanine stretch is, the more exposed the hydrophobic region is.
Misfolded mPABPN1 therefore acquires a gain of function and
is able to perform weak self-association through the exposed
hydrophobic regions. Because the polyalanine stretch is
located at the N-terminus, far from both ODs, the expanded
polyalanine stretch does not interfere with the oligomerization.
When the mPABPN1 performs weak self-association through
the hydrophobic regions, oligomerization of mPABPN1 facilitates
this weak self-association by linking mPABPN1 molecules
together and leads to inclusion formation. Concurrently,
mPABPN1 is detected and bound by chaperones, components
of the ubiquitin–proteasome pathway, as well as other crucial
proteins. Binding of these proteins to mPABPN1 may promote
refolding, solubilization and/or degradation of mPABPN1.
Essentially, there is a balance between mPABPN1 elimination
and aggregation. Upon aging of the cell, its ability to deal with
abnormal proteins may decrease, therefore resulting in a tilt in
balance favoring protein aggregation. Because PABPN1 coats the
poly(A) tail of mRNA in the nucleus, the OPMD intranuclear
protein aggregates may sequester mRNA and interfere with
mRNA export. Interfering with mRNA export is detrimental to
cells and causes cell death. Inactivating the oligomerization of
mPABPN1 slows the formation of aggregates and allows the
ubiquitin–proteasome pathway to degrade the mutated proteins
more efficiently, therefore preventing the formation of protein
aggregation.

Inactivating oligomerization of mPABPN1 prevents protein
aggregation and reduces cell death in our OPMD cellular
model, suggesting that the ODs may be useful therapeutic
targets for OPMD. Identification and testing of compounds or
peptides that inactivate oligomerization of mPABPN1 would
further confirm our findings.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast two-hybrid assay

The DupLEX-A™ yeast two-hybrid system (OriGene Tech,
Rockville, MD) was used to detect the PABPN1–PABPN1
interaction and map out the ODs. The constructs were made by
amplifying required regions of the cDNA using Pfu DNA
polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). Primers 5′-P64 (CTG
GAA TTC GCC GAG CCG GAG CCC GAG CCC GAA G),
5′-P89 (CCT GAA TTC GGT TCG GGA GCC CCC GGC
AGC CAA G), 5′-P155 (CCT GAA TTC AAT GCT GGC
CCG GTG ATC ATG TCC), 5′-P165 (TCC GAA TTC GAG
AAG ATG GAG GCT GAT GCC CGT TC), 5′-P172 (GCT
GAA TTC CGT TCC ATC TAT GTT GGC AAT GTG), 5′-
P249 (CA GAA TTC ACC AAC AGA CCA GGC ATC AGC
ACA AC), 5′-P264 (TTT GAA TTC GCC CGC TAC CGC
GCC CGG ACC ACC) and 5′-P269 (TAC GAA TTC CGG
ACC ACC ACC TAC AAC AGC TCC) were used in conjunc-
tion with 3′-PABPN1 (TT GGA TCC TCT CTC TCC TCC
TAA TAC ACA CTT) to generate truncated forms of PABPN1
(64–306), (89–306), (155–306), (165–306), (172–306), (249–306),
(264–306) and (269–306), respectively. The truncated protein
(11–306) was generated by restriction digestion of the full-
length PABPN1 cDNA using Msp A1. The cDNAs encoding
peptide (249–300) was amplified using 5′-P249 in conjunction
with 3′-P300 (GGA GGA TCC TCA TGT CGC TCT AGC
CCG GCC CCT GTA GAC). Peptides (89–300), (89–294) and
(89–284) were generated using primers 5′-P89 in conjunction
with 3′-P300, 3′-P294 (TCT GGA TCC TCA CCT GTA GAC
GCG ACC CCG GGG CCT GC) and 3′-P284 (GGG GGA
TCC TTA AAA ACC ACT GTA GAA TCG AGA GC),
respectively. Amplified DNA products were digested with
EcoRI–BamHI, and cloned into vector pEG202NLS, which
allowed PABPN1 and its truncated proteins to be fused to the
LexA DNA binding domain and an NLS. The cDNAs
encoding PABPN1 and its truncated proteins (11–306),
(64–306), (89–306), (155–306), (165–306), (89–300),
(89–294) and (89–284) were released by cutting the constructs
with EcoRI–SalI and cloned into pJG4-5 vector to fuse the
PABPN1 truncated proteins to the B42 transcription activation
domain and HA epitope tag. All constructs were verified by
DNA sequencing. The LacZ gene in the construct pSH18-34
was used as a reporter gene. The constructs pEG202NLS-
PABPN1 (or its deletions), pJG4-5-PABPN1 (or its deletions)
and pSH18-34 were co-transformed into EGY48 yeast cells.
The interaction between the two co-expressed proteins in
yeast was characterized as positive if yeast cells expressed
β-galactosidase. Protein expression was confirmed by western
blotting using polyclonal antibodies against LexA (Santa Cruz
Biotech, CA) and HA epitope (Santa Cruz Biotech).

β-galactosidase liquid assays

The yeast cells expressing the proteins being tested are grown
in supplemented YNB(Gal/Raf) medium at 30°C. At mid-log
growth (A600 ∼0.6), A600 of the cells is measured, and 1 ml of
yeast in medium is transferred to an Eppendorf (in triplicate),
washed with Z buffer (60 mM Na2HPO4, 40 mM NaH2PO4,
10 mM KCl, 1 mM MnSO4). The yeast cells are pelleted and
suspended in 150 µl of Z buffer with 50 mM β-mercapto-
ethanol (BME), and added with 50 µl of chloroform, 20 µl of
10% SDS. The tube was vortexed for 15 s, 700 µl of ONPG
(1 mg/ml in Z buffer with BME) added, and incubated at 30°C.
The incubation time was measured. An aliquot of 0.5 ml of
1 M Na2CO3 was added to stop the reaction when the solution
turned yellow. The supernatant was used to measure the OD
at A420. The β-galactosidase unit was calculated using the
formula [A420 × 1000]/A600 × time (in min) × volume (in ml).

Site-directed mutagenesis

The QuikChange™ Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Strata-
gene, La Jolla, CA) was used to generate the desired deletions
in the various PABPN1 constructs. All procedures were
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
deletions were confirmed by DNA sequencing. For deletion of
amino acids 213–220, primer 5′-∆213–220 (CTG TGT GAC
AAA TTT AGT GGC CAT CCC TCA GAC AAA GAG TCA
GTG AGG ACT TCC) in conjunction with 3′-∆213–220
(GGA AGT CCT CAC TGA CTC TTT GTC TGA GGG ATG
GCC ACT AAA TTT GTC ACA CAG) was used to generate
the desired deletion.

In vitro binding assay

To generate GST fusion proteins, the cDNA fragments for
PABPN1, PABPN1(∆213–220) and PABPN1(∆301–306)
were cut out from the pEG202NLS constructs using EcoRI–
SalI, and cloned into the GST vector pGEX-5X-1 (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ), which allowed the fusion
of GST to the N-termini of PABPN1 proteins. Constructs were
verified by DNA sequencing, and transformed into
Escherichia coli XL1-Blue. The Bulk and RediPack GST puri-
fication modules (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) were used
for expression and purification of GST fusion proteins
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Purified fusion
proteins were confirmed by western blotting using anti-GST
antibody. PABPN1 cDNAs cut out by EcoRI–SalI from
pEG202NLS constructs were also subcloned into yeast vector
pJG4-6, which allowed PABPN1, PABPN1(∆213–220) and
PABPN1(∆301–306) to be fused to the HA epitope. All
constructs were verified by DNA sequencing. The HA-tagged
proteins were expressed in the yeast strain EGY48 and
confirmed by western blotting using the antibody against HA
epitope. The yeast cells expressing HA-tagged PABPN1

Figure 6. (A) Green fluorescent micrographs showing the density of the living cells expressing GFP–PABPN1 fusion proteins on days 1, 4 and 8 after transfection.
The COS-7 cells expressing GFP fusion proteins illustrated in Figure 5A were fixed and visualized under a fluorescence microscope on days 1, 4 and 8 after trans-
fection. The micrographs were taken under a low magnification (30×) to show the density of the living transfected cells. The density of living cells expressing
mPABPN1 is dramatically decreased on day 4 compared with day 1. (B) Percentage of living cells expressing GFP–PABPN1 fusion proteins at different times
post-transfection. The cells were counted every 24 h post-transfection. Each well was counted three times in different areas at one time point, and the mean was
used for statistics. The percentage of living cells transfected represents the variation of the amount of living transfected cells at different time points compared with
the number of transfected cells obtained on day 1. Mean ± SEM; n = 6; *P < 0.05 compared with any other groups (ANOVA analysis).
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proteins were lysed by vortexing with glass beads. The lysates
were incubated overnight at 4°C with a 5 µg GST fusion
protein and glutathione Sepharose 4B beads. The beads were
washed four times with lysis buffer, suspended in 40 µl of
protein sample buffer and heated to 95°C for 5 min. GST
pulled-down proteins were resolved on 12% SDS–PAGE gel
and blotted with polyclonal anti-HA antibody.

Cell culture and transfection

The cDNAs encoding wtPABPN1, mPABPN1 (with 17
alanines, as seen in OPMD patients), mPABPN1 (∆213–220)
and mPABPN1 (∆301–306) were cloned into pEGFP-C2
vector (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA), resulting in a fusion of GFP
to the N-termini of PABPN1 proteins. The day before transfec-
tion, COS-7 cells were seeded in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM) (Gibco BRL, MD) containing 10% fetal calf
serum (Gibco BRL) at a concentration of 2 × 105 cells per well
in six-well plates containing sterile coverslips. COS-7 cells
were transfected with plasmid DNA (2.0 µg) using Lipo-
fectamine reagent (Gibco BRL) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. The cells were fixed after 72 h with
4% paraformaldehyde and then visualized using a fluorescence
microscope with a filter appropriate for GFP in three inde-
pendent experiments. To remove the soluble proteins, the cells
expressing GFP–wtPABPN1 and GFP–mPABPN1 were
treated with 0.5 M KCl in HPEM (30 mM HEPES, 65 mM
PIPES, 10 mM EDTA, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 6.9) for 5 min at
room temperature before fixation. The number of living cells
was measured every 24 h post-transfection. Briefly, each well
was washed with DMEM to remove detached cells and the
cells expressing GFP were counted in 1 mm2 area under low
magnification (30×). Three different areas were counted for
each well. All wells were in duplicate and the experiment was
repeated three times (n = 6).

Immunohistochemistry

The microtome sections of paraffin-embedded deltoid muscle
from an OPMD patient and a control subject were used.
Sections were deparaffinized, permeabilized and immuno-
stained using polyclonal anti-PABPN1 antibody and rhodamine-
conjugated secondary antibody. The signal was visualized
using a fluorescence microscope with an appropriate filter for
rhodamine. To remove the soluble proteins, the deparaffinized
sections were treated with 1 M KCl in HPEM for 5 min at room
temperature before the immunostaining was performed.

Western blotting

Seventy-two hours after transfection the COS-7 cells
expressing GFP–PABPN1 fusion proteins were harvested. The
proteins were separated using 12% SDS–PAGE and transferred to
a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was probed with a
monoclonal anti-GFP antibody (Clontech) (1:2000), and
detected using the Western Blot Chemiluminescence Reagent
Plus kit (NEN Life Science Products, Boston, MA).
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